




Pennsylvania has experienced rapid in-migration of workers in response to the "boom" in the Marcellus Shale gas industry throughout many counties in the state.  Large-scale natural resource extraction activities can have significant impacts on the health and well-being of communities living in surrounding areas. A comprehensive literature review was conducted on the impact of industry on increases in disease. It was found that the population influx can affect communicable disease patterns as seen in Canadian communities, where the increase in oil and gas extraction was accompanied by a rise in sexually transmitted infection (STI) rates exceeding the provincial average by 22%.  Despite being largely preventable and treatable, STIs continue to be a significant public health problem in the US.  
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Despite being largely preventable and treatable, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) continue to be a significant public health problem. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that there are almost 20 million new infections every year in the US1. Worldwide, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates more than 340 million new STI cases occur annually HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_2" \o "Gerbase, 1998 #205"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Gerbase</Author><Year>1998</Year><RecNum>205</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">2</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>205</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374703516">205</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Gerbase, AC</author><author>Rowley, JT</author><author>Heymann, DHL</author><author>Berkley, SFB</author><author>Piot, Peter</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Global prevalence and incidence estimates of selected curable STDs</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted infections</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Infect</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted infections</abbr-1></periodical><pages>S12</pages><volume>74</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>1998</year></dates><isbn>1368-4973</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite><Cite><Author>Gerbase</Author><Year>1998</Year><RecNum>205</RecNum><record><rec-number>205</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374703516">205</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Gerbase, AC</author><author>Rowley, JT</author><author>Heymann, DHL</author><author>Berkley, SFB</author><author>Piot, Peter</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Global prevalence and incidence estimates of selected curable STDs</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted infections</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Infect</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted infections</abbr-1></periodical><pages>S12</pages><volume>74</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>1998</year></dates><isbn>1368-4973</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>2.  The dynamics of this silent epidemic are difficult to characterize because the majority of infected individuals are asymptomatic and remain undiagnosed,.  As a result, the current prevalence rates represent only a fraction of the true burden of the epidemic. In Pennsylvania, STI rates have increased by 31.9%  since 2003 with the highest incidence rates among young adults between the ages of 15 and 24 years5. The high incidence rates may have a significant impact on the economy since the group most affected constitutes the bulk of the future workforce. Because of the asymptomatic nature of most STIs, undiagnosed infections often go untreated, leading to serious long-term health consequences, and considerable costs to the US health care system8.   
The spread of STIs is enhanced by factors that lead to the disruption of communities or the separation of couples/partners ADDIN EN.CITE ,. Mobility has been identified as a risk factor for STIs ADDIN EN.CITE 11-13 particularly on truck routes, in trading towns, and in border areas where populations are highly mobile ADDIN EN.CITE 14-16. Resource extraction communities are highly mobile due to massive in-migration of workers attracted to the economic boom. The increase in local population from in-migration may cause demographic and community disruptions that can pose substantial risks to public health in relation to sexual health HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_17" \o "Brown, 2003 #209"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Brown</Author><Year>2003</Year><RecNum>209</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">17</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>209</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374707648">209</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Brown, Ralph B</author><author>Clay, Michael</author><author>Paksima, Shahram</author><author>Dorius, Shawn F</author><author>Rowely, Kristie</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Local flexibility in spending mitigation monies: a case study of successful social impact mitigation of the Intermountain Power Project in Delta, Utah</title><secondary-title>Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal</full-title></periodical><pages>205-213</pages><volume>21</volume><number>3</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates><isbn>1461-5517</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>17. Several studies on resource-extraction communities in developing countries like South Africa,, Venezuela HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_20" \o "Faas, 1999 #211"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Faas</Author><Year>1999</Year><RecNum>211</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">20</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>211</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708262">211</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Faas, Lily</author><author>Rodríguez-Acosta, Alexis</author><author>Echeverría de Pérez, Gloria</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>HIV/STD transmission in gold-mining areas of Bolívar State, Venezuela: Interventions for diagnosis, treatment, and prevention</title><secondary-title>Revista Panamericana de Salud Pública</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Revista Panamericana de Salud Pública</full-title></periodical><pages>58-65</pages><volume>5</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>1999</year></dates><isbn>1020-4989</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>20 and Guyana, have shown significant increases in STI rates due to the social and economic environments created in these areas that foster risky behaviors. Similar trends have also been observed in developed countries like Canada where the STI rates in oil and gas boomtowns of British Colombia (BC) doubled, exceeding the provincial average over a ten-year period ADDIN EN.CITE 23-25. 
	Marcellus Shale gas extraction is a flourishing industry that has created thousands of jobs and more than $1 billion in state and local taxes in Pennsylvania,. The first Marcellus gas well was drilled in southwestern Pennsylvania in Washington County (SWPA) in 2004, which fuelled rapid economic development in the region. Today the county has the largest number of active wells in SWPA (Table 1). 

Table 1: Number of Reported STI Cases in Top Marcellus Gas Drilling Counties in Pennsylvania, 2006 and 2011 























#Health statistics data from the Bureau of Health Statistics of Pennsylvania – EPIQMS
*Data from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 

Due to the disproportionately high ratio of young adults in the resource-extraction industry, the rapid influx of workers may create demographic shifts, as seen in other resource-extraction communities that lead to a large proportion of young male workers. ADDIN EN.CITE 23-25. Research has shown that young adults are more likely to engage in high-risk sexual behavior HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_27" \o "Biglan, 1990 #217"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Biglan</Author><Year>1990</Year><RecNum>217</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">27</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>217</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374709250">217</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Biglan, Anthony</author><author>Metzler, CarolW</author><author>Wirt, Roger</author><author>Ary, Dennis</author><author>Noell, John</author><author>Ochs, Linda</author><author>French, Christine</author><author>Hood, Don</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Social and behavioral factors associated with high-risk sexual behavior among adolescents</title><secondary-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</secondary-title><alt-title>J Behav Med</alt-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</full-title><abbr-1>J Behav Med</abbr-1></periodical><alt-periodical><full-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</full-title><abbr-1>J Behav Med</abbr-1></alt-periodical><pages>245-261</pages><volume>13</volume><number>3</number><keywords><keyword>HIV infection</keyword><keyword>sexual behavior</keyword><keyword>adolescence</keyword><keyword>alcohol</keyword><keyword>drug use</keyword><keyword>smoking</keyword></keywords><dates><year>1990</year><pub-dates><date>1990/06/01</date></pub-dates></dates><publisher>Kluwer Academic Publishers-Plenum Publishers</publisher><isbn>0160-7715</isbn><urls><related-urls><url>http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF00846833</url></related-urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>10.1007/BF00846833</electronic-resource-num><language>English</language></record></Cite></EndNote>27, as reflected by the disproportionally high STI rates in that group. Moreover, separation from regular sex partners coupled with long work hours and high disposable income may lead to the use of sex workers. For these reasons Marcellus Shale gas workers may play an important role in the transmission of STIs in gas drilling communities and may be appropriate targets for STI prevention strategies. 
	The current research on the public health impacts of Marcellus Shale extraction has mainly focused on the environmental and occupational effects; however, little has been done on the impacts to the sexual health and welfare of a community. Although the STI rate increase coincides with the substantial increase of Marcellus gas wells in the region, there is no evidence that directly links the two phenomena. However, the percent increase in STI rates from 2006 to 2011 was 2.6 times greater in the top 11 drilling counties compared to the overall state (Table 1). While Pennsylvania STI rates are considerably better than the national rates, cases are on the rise locally; together with the potential changing demographics triggered by the gas industry driven migration, residents may be at a higher risk in the future.
	This essay is a literature review of the factors that may influence the sexual health of resource-extraction communities and the implications for the Marcellus Shale industry.  Potential areas of focus for interventions are identified and recommendations for industry and public health officials are discussed to help design more efficacious multi-level approaches to STI prevention in SWPA.
1.0 	The magnitude of the problem
Chlamydia and gonorrhea are the two major curable reportable STIs that continue to pose considerable medical problems in the US HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_1" \o "Prevention., 2012 #174"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Prevention.</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>174</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">1</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>174</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359778133">174</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2011</title><alt-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</alt-title></titles><alt-periodical><full-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</full-title></alt-periodical><dates><year>2012</year></dates><publisher>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>1. For the last ten years chlamydia and gonorrhea rates have remained high and continue to increase HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_7" \o "Ebrahim, 2005 #177"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Ebrahim</Author><Year>2005</Year><RecNum>177</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">7</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>177</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359781464">177</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Ebrahim, S. H.</author><author>McKenna, M. T.</author><author>Marks, J. S.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexual behavior: Related adverse health burden in the United States</title><secondary-title>Sex Transm Infect</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Infect</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted infections</abbr-1></periodical><pages>38-40</pages><volume>81</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>2005</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.scopus.com/inward/record.url?eid=2-s2.0-13544267413&amp;partnerID=40&amp;md5=280b5e73ca73a3a1127ceb636a4c5fc5</url></related-urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>7. According to the Pennsylvania Health Department, Pennsylvania STI rates are up 31.9% from 398.8 cases in 2003 to 526.0 cases per 100,000 in 2011 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_5" \o "Research, 2011 #173"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Research</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>173</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">5</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>173</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777929">173</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Report">27</ref-type><contributors><authors><author> Bureau of Health Statistics and Research</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pennsylvania STD Program Data Tables</title></titles><dates><year>2011</year></dates><publisher>Pennsylvania Department of Health</publisher><urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>Cited By (since 1996) 30&#xD;Export Date 1 February 2013</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>5. 
Chlamydia, the most commonly reported STI in the US, accounts for the majority of STI cases with a significant increase from 301.7 cases in 2004 to 457.6 cases per 100,000 in 2011 nationally HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_1" \o "Prevention., 2012 #174"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Prevention.</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>174</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">1</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>174</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359778133">174</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2011</title><alt-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</alt-title></titles><alt-periodical><full-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</full-title></alt-periodical><dates><year>2012</year></dates><publisher>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>1. In Pennsylvania, chlamydia incidence rates are similar to the national average with an increase from 301.6 cases in 2003 to 415.0 cases per 100,000 in 2011 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_5" \o "Research, 2011 #173"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Research</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>173</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">5</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>173</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777929">173</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Report">27</ref-type><contributors><authors><author> Bureau of Health Statistics and Research</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pennsylvania STD Program Data Tables</title></titles><dates><year>2011</year></dates><publisher>Pennsylvania Department of Health</publisher><urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>Cited By (since 1996) 30&#xD;Export Date 1 February 2013</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>5. 
The national incidence rate of gonorrhea, the second most commonly reported STI in the US, decreased from 115.2 cases in 2004 to 104.2 cases per 100,000 in 2011. However, gonorrhea incidence rates in Pennsylvania increased from 96.0 cases in 2003 to 108.1 cases per 100,000 in 2011. The highest STI rates are seen in young adults aged 15-24. Research has shown that young adults are more likely to engage in high-risk sexual behavior HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_27" \o "Biglan, 1990 #217"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Biglan</Author><Year>1990</Year><RecNum>217</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">27</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>217</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374709250">217</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Biglan, Anthony</author><author>Metzler, CarolW</author><author>Wirt, Roger</author><author>Ary, Dennis</author><author>Noell, John</author><author>Ochs, Linda</author><author>French, Christine</author><author>Hood, Don</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Social and behavioral factors associated with high-risk sexual behavior among adolescents</title><secondary-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</secondary-title><alt-title>J Behav Med</alt-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</full-title><abbr-1>J Behav Med</abbr-1></periodical><alt-periodical><full-title>Journal of Behavioral Medicine</full-title><abbr-1>J Behav Med</abbr-1></alt-periodical><pages>245-261</pages><volume>13</volume><number>3</number><keywords><keyword>HIV infection</keyword><keyword>sexual behavior</keyword><keyword>adolescence</keyword><keyword>alcohol</keyword><keyword>drug use</keyword><keyword>smoking</keyword></keywords><dates><year>1990</year><pub-dates><date>1990/06/01</date></pub-dates></dates><publisher>Kluwer Academic Publishers-Plenum Publishers</publisher><isbn>0160-7715</isbn><urls><related-urls><url>http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF00846833</url></related-urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>10.1007/BF00846833</electronic-resource-num><language>English</language></record></Cite></EndNote>27. In 2011, 74.7% of reported chlamydia cases and 65% of reported gonorrhea cases in Pennsylvania were from the 15-24 age group HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_5" \o "Research, 2011 #173"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Research</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>173</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">5</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>173</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777929">173</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Report">27</ref-type><contributors><authors><author> Bureau of Health Statistics and Research</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pennsylvania STD Program Data Tables</title></titles><dates><year>2011</year></dates><publisher>Pennsylvania Department of Health</publisher><urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>Cited By (since 1996) 30&#xD;Export Date 1 February 2013</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>5. 

The question remains as to whether the increased cases are due to a greater number of people acquiring STIs or are reflective of increased screening, more complete national reporting of cases or improved diagnostic technologies. Irrespective, it is essential to recognize most infected individuals are asymptomatic and do not get screened.  Therefore, these prevalence rates most likely represent only a fraction of actual number of STI cases that currently exist in the region. Although the STI increase coincides with the substantial increase of Marcellus gas wells in the region there is no evidence that directly links the two phenomena.  Increases in rates of STIs pre-date the current mining boom and are not restricted to regions with mining growth but the industry may be a major contributor factor. Research in the mining regions of British Columbia and Alberta has shown significant increases in STIs rates compared to the provincial rates. Despite the similar rising trends in the US, little research has been done on this issue. 
1.1	cHLAMYDIA
1.1.1	Overview
Chlamydia trachomatis is the most commonly reported notifiable bacterial STI in the US HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_1" \o "Prevention., 2012 #174"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Prevention.</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>174</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">1</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>174</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359778133">174</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2011</title><alt-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</alt-title></titles><alt-periodical><full-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</full-title></alt-periodical><dates><year>2012</year></dates><publisher>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>1. About three million infections occur every year with the highest incidence rates seen in young women aged 15-24 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_1" \o "Prevention., 2012 #174"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Prevention.</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>174</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">1</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>174</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359778133">174</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2011</title><alt-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</alt-title></titles><alt-periodical><full-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</full-title></alt-periodical><dates><year>2012</year></dates><publisher>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>1. Chlamydia is an obligate intracellular gram negative bacterium that infects only humans, and generally parasitizes the epithelial cells in mucosal membranes. Since chlamydial infections first became a reportable disease in the US in 1986, the number of reported cases in both men and women has increased each year. Worldwide, it is estimated that there are more than 50 million new cases of chlamydia infection annually HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_2" \o "Gerbase, 1998 #205"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Gerbase</Author><Year>1998</Year><RecNum>205</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">2</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>205</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374703516">205</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Gerbase, AC</author><author>Rowley, JT</author><author>Heymann, DHL</author><author>Berkley, SFB</author><author>Piot, Peter</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Global prevalence and incidence estimates of selected curable STDs</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted infections</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Infect</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted infections</abbr-1></periodical><pages>S12</pages><volume>74</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>1998</year></dates><isbn>1368-4973</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>2. Nationally, the annual cost of chlamydial infections and their sequelae is estimated to exceed $2 billion,. Chlamydia is found in the semen of infected men and vaginal fluids of infected women and is easily transmitted through the exchange of bodily fluids across mucous membranes via oral, vaginal, or anal sex. It can infect the penis, vagina, cervix, anus, urethra, eye, and throat. Any sexually active individual is at risk of contracting chlamydia. The disease can also be transmitted to the eye, causing conjunctivitis, through exposure to contaminated fingers,. The use of sex toys that have been in contact with an infected person's genitals or anus may also be a potential mode of transmission HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_31" \o "Novak, 1995 #224"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Novak</Author><Year>1995</Year><RecNum>224</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">31</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>224</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374842381">224</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Novak, Kenneth D</author><author>Kowalski, Regis P</author><author>Karenchak, Lisa M</author><author>Gordon, YJ</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Chlamydia trachomatis can be transmitted by a nonporous plastic surface in vitro</title><secondary-title>Cornea</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Cornea</full-title></periodical><pages>523-526</pages><volume>14</volume><number>5</number><dates><year>1995</year></dates><isbn>0277-3740</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>31.  
The single exposure male-to-female transmission rate has been estimated to be 40%, and the female-to-male transmission rate has been estimated to be 32% HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_32" \o "Sweet, 1990 #225"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Sweet</Author><Year>1990</Year><RecNum>225</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">32</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>225</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374842531">225</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Sweet, RL</author><author>Gibbs, RS</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Chlamydial infections</title><secondary-title>Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract</full-title></periodical><pages>64-109</pages><volume>3</volume><dates><year>1990</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>32. Vertical transmission is more efficient than horizontal transmission. Pregnant women with chlamydia can pass the infection to their infants during delivery, potentially causing health issues such as neonatal conjunctivitis or pneumonia. More than 60% of newborns delivered through a chlamydia-infected cervix acquire the infection HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_32" \o "Sweet, 1990 #225"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Sweet</Author><Year>1990</Year><RecNum>225</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">32</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>225</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374842531">225</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Sweet, RL</author><author>Gibbs, RS</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Chlamydial infections</title><secondary-title>Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract</full-title></periodical><pages>64-109</pages><volume>3</volume><dates><year>1990</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>32. Additionally chlamydial infections may increase susceptibility to and transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in both women and men,. The absence of clinically apparent disease, especially in women, creates a large reservoir of infected persons who continue transmission to new sexual partners.
1.1.2	Signs, Symptoms and Treatment
Chlamydia is estimated to be asymptomatic in 50% of infected men and 75% of infected women HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_6" \o "Organization, 2011 #176"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Organization</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>176</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">6</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>176</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359781276">176</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>World Health Organization</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Prevalence and incidence of selected sexually transmitted infections, Chlamydia trachomatis, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, syphilis and Trichomonas vaginalis: methods and results used by WHO to generate 2005 estimates. Geneva: the Organization; 2011 [cited 2012 Jan 31]</title><secondary-title>World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. ISBN</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. ISBN</full-title></periodical><pages>4</pages><volume>978</volume><number>92</number><dates><year>2011</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>6. As a result, the disease is often not diagnosed until complications develop. If chlamydia symptoms are present, they may start five to ten days after exposure. In women, chlamydia symptoms include abdominal pain, abnormal vaginal discharge, bleeding between menstrual periods,  low-grade fever, pain during intercourse, pain or a burning sensation while urinating, swelling inside the vagina or around the anus, frequent urination, vaginal bleeding after intercourse, and a yellowish discharge from the cervix that may have a strong smell. In men, chlamydia symptoms include pain or a burning sensation while urinating, milky discharge from the penis, swollen testicles and swelling around the anus. 
Although symptoms of chlamydia are usually mild or absent, if left untreated, chlamydia infections in women can result in pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), which may lead to infertility, ectopic pregnancies and chronic pelvic pain. In men, prolonged chlamydia infection can result in a condition called epididymitis which it can lead to sterility if left untreated HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_35" \o "Berger, 1978 #232"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Berger</Author><Year>1978</Year><RecNum>232</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">35</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>232</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374845606">232</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Berger, Richard E</author><author>Alexander, E Russell</author><author>Monda, George D</author><author>Ansell, Julian</author><author>McCormick, Gerald</author><author>Holmes, King K</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Chlamydia trachomatis as a cause of acute idiopathic epididymitis</title><secondary-title>New England Journal of Medicine</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New England Journal of Medicine</full-title></periodical><pages>301-304</pages><volume>298</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>1978</year></dates><isbn>0028-4793</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>35. Because of the large burden of disease and risks associated with infection, the CDC recommends that all sexually active adults younger than age 26 years receive annual chlamydia screening HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_36" \o "Workowski, 2010 #235"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Workowski</Author><Year>2010</Year><RecNum>235</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">36</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>235</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846184">235</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Book">6</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Workowski, Kimberly A</author><author>Berman, Stuart M</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually transmitted diseases treatment guidelines, 2010</title></titles><dates><year>2010</year></dates><publisher>Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>36. The diagnostic test of choice for chlamydial infection is nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) of vaginal swabs for women or first-catch urine for men HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_37" \o "Hoebe, 2006 #234"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Hoebe</Author><Year>2006</Year><RecNum>234</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">37</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>234</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846014">234</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Hoebe, Christian JPA</author><author>Rademaker, Christiaan W</author><author>Brouwers, Elfi EHG</author><author>Ter Waarbeek, Henriette LG</author><author>Van Bergen, Jan EAM</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Acceptability of self-taken vaginal swabs and first-catch urine samples for the diagnosis of urogenital Chlamydia trachomatis and Neisseria gonorrhoeae with an amplified DNA assay in young women attending a public health sexually transmitted disease clinic</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Dis</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted diseases</abbr-1></periodical><pages>491-495</pages><volume>33</volume><number>8</number><dates><year>2006</year></dates><isbn>0148-5717</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>37. NAAT methodology consists of amplifying C. trachomatis DNA or RNA sequences using polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Chlamydia is treatable and curable with antibiotics. A single dose of azithromycin or a week of doxycycline twice daily is the most common treatment HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_36" \o "Workowski, 2010 #235"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Workowski</Author><Year>2010</Year><RecNum>235</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">36</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>235</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846184">235</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Book">6</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Workowski, Kimberly A</author><author>Berman, Stuart M</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually transmitted diseases treatment guidelines, 2010</title></titles><dates><year>2010</year></dates><publisher>Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>36. Persons with chlamydia should abstain from having sex for seven days after single-dose antibiotics, or until completion of a seven-day course of antibiotics, to prevent spreading the infection to partners HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_38" \o "Steingrimsson, 1990 #236"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Steingrimsson</Author><Year>1990</Year><RecNum>236</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">38</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>236</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846343">236</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Steingrimsson, Olafur</author><author>Olafsson, Jon Hjaltalin</author><author>Thorarinsson, Hannes</author><author>Ryan, Raymond W</author><author>Johnson, Raymond B</author><author>Tilton, Richard C</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Azithromycin in the treatment of sexually transmitted disease</title><secondary-title>Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy</full-title></periodical><pages>109-114</pages><volume>25</volume><number>suppl A</number><dates><year>1990</year></dates><isbn>0305-7453</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>38. It is also recommended to treat partner(s) to prevent reinfection and further spread of the disease HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_39" \o "Golden, 2005 #237"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Golden</Author><Year>2005</Year><RecNum>237</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">39</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>237</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846429">237</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Golden, Matthew R</author><author>Whittington, William LH</author><author>Handsfield, H Hunter</author><author>Hughes, James P</author><author>Stamm, Walter E</author><author>Hogben, Matthew</author><author>Clark, Agnes</author><author>Malinski, Cheryl</author><author>Helmers, Jennifer RL</author><author>Thomas, Katherine K</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Effect of expedited treatment of sex partners on recurrent or persistent gonorrhea or chlamydial infection</title><secondary-title>New England Journal of Medicine</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New England Journal of Medicine</full-title></periodical><pages>676-685</pages><volume>352</volume><number>7</number><dates><year>2005</year></dates><isbn>0028-4793</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>39. Recovery from infection does not confer immunity and does not prevent further recurrences.
1.2	Gonorrhea
1.2.1	Overview
Gonorrhea, caused by the bacterium Neisseria gonorrhea, is the second most commonly reported notifiable disease in the US1. More than 800,000 people become infected with gonorrhea every year with highest reported rates of infection among sexually active teenagers, young adults, and African Americans aged 15-24 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_1" \o "Prevention., 2012 #174"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Prevention.</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>174</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">1</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>174</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359778133">174</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2011</title><alt-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</alt-title></titles><alt-periodical><full-title>Sexually Transmitted Disease Surveillance 2010</full-title></alt-periodical><dates><year>2012</year></dates><publisher>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</publisher><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>1. N. gonorrhea, a Gram negative, diplococcic, can grow and rapidly multiply in mucous membranes, especially the mouth, throat, and anus of males and females, and the cervix, fallopian tubes, and uterus of the female reproductive tract. N. gonorrhoeae has surface proteins called Opa proteins, which bind to receptors on immune cells and inhibit immune responses HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_40" \o "Gray-Owen, 2003 #238"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Gray-Owen</Author><Year>2003</Year><RecNum>238</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">40</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>238</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846809">238</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Gray-Owen, Scott D</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Neisserial Opa proteins: impact on colonization, dissemination and immunity</title><secondary-title>Scandinavian journal of infectious diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Scandinavian journal of infectious diseases</full-title></periodical><pages>614-618</pages><volume>35</volume><number>9</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates><isbn>0036-5548</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>40. The bacterium can also evade the immune system through antigenic variation decreases immunological recognition in order to mount a defense HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_41" \o "Zak, 1984 #239"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Zak</Author><Year>1984</Year><RecNum>239</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">41</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>239</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374846856">239</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Zak, K</author><author>Diaz, J-L</author><author>Jackson, D</author><author>Heckels, JE</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Antigenic variation during infection with Neisseria gonorrhoeae: detection of antibodies to surface proteins in sera of patients with gonorrhea</title><secondary-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</full-title></periodical><pages>166-174</pages><volume>149</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>1984</year></dates><isbn>0022-1899</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>41. Moreover, N. gonorrhoeae is naturally capable of DNA transformation, which can lead to antibiotic resistance,.
Gonorrhea is transmitted by contact with fluids from mucous membranes of infected individuals through sexual contact with the penis, vagina, mouth, or anus. The single exposure male-to-female transmission rate has been estimated to be 50%, and the female-to-male transmission rate has been estimated to be 20% ADDIN EN.CITE 44-46. Gonorrhea can also be spread vertically from mother to baby during childbirth, which can lead to blood, joint, and eye infections HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_47" \o "Laga, 1989 #245"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Laga</Author><Year>1989</Year><RecNum>245</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">47</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>245</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374848367">245</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Laga, M</author><author>Meheus, A</author><author>Piot, Peter</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Epidemiology and control of gonococcal ophthalmia neonatorum</title><secondary-title>Bulletin of the World Health Organization</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Bulletin of the World Health Organization</full-title></periodical><pages>471</pages><volume>67</volume><number>5</number><dates><year>1989</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>47. Due to the diversity of gonococccal surface antigens, recovery from infection does not confer immunity and reinfection is possible.
1.2.2	Signs, Symptoms and Treatment
Men are more likely to have symptomatic infection than women with only 10% of men having no symptoms. Common symptoms in men include a burning sensation when urinating, or a urethral discharge that usually appears one to fourteen days after infection. This is in contrast to women for whom 80% are asymptomatic. If symptoms are present in women, they are often mild and can be mistaken for a bladder or vaginal infection. The initial symptoms in women can include a painful or burning sensation when urinating, increased vaginal discharge, or vaginal bleeding between periods. During pregnancy, untreated gonorrhea can cause premature labor and stillbirth HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_48" \o "Oppenheimer, 1982 #246"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Oppenheimer</Author><Year>1982</Year><RecNum>246</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">48</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>246</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374849137">246</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Oppenheimer, Ella H</author><author>Winn, Kevin J</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Fetal gonorrhea with deep tissue infection occurring in utero</title><secondary-title>Pediatrics</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Pediatrics</full-title></periodical><pages>74-76</pages><volume>69</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>1982</year></dates><isbn>0031-4005</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>48. Similar to chlamydia, untreated gonorrhea infection in women can lead to pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), which may lead to infertility, ectopic pregnancies and chronic pelvic pain. In men, prolonged chlamydia infection can result epididymitis, which can lead to sterility if left untreated,. 
With the introduction of improved clinical services and effective antimicrobial agents, gonorrhea became a manageable disease. However, the estimated cost of treating gonorrhea in the US is $56 million each year,. Public health efforts have decreased the incidence of gonorrhea over the past several decades, but this progress is threatened by emergent bacteria resistance to the few remaining antibiotics available to treat it. Gonococcal resistance to penicillin and tetracycline began in the 1970s and was widespread by the 1980s HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_53" \o "Fox, 1997 #251"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Fox</Author><Year>1997</Year><RecNum>251</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">53</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>251</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374849559">251</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Fox, Kimberley K</author><author>Knapp, Joan S</author><author>Holmes, King K</author><author>Hook, Edward W</author><author>Judson, Franklyn N</author><author>Thompson, Sumner E</author><author>Washington, John A</author><author>Whittington, William L</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Antimicrobial resistance in Neisseria gonorrhoeae in the United States, 1988–1994: the emergence of decreased susceptibility to the fluoroquinolones</title><secondary-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</full-title></periodical><pages>1396-1403</pages><volume>175</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>1997</year></dates><isbn>0022-1899</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>53. Resistance to fluoroquinolones developed during the last decade led the CDC in 2007 to stop recommending this class of antibiotics for treatment of gonorrhea. The CDC predicts the inevitable development of resistance to cephalosporins, the currently favored agents for gonorrhea, and published the new recommendations for treating all cases of gonorrhea with both a cephalosporin and azithromycin in order to slow development of resistance HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_54" \o "Workowski, 2007 #252"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Workowski</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>252</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">54</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>252</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374849988">252</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Workowski, Kimberly A</author><author>Berman, Stuart M</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention sexually transmitted diseases treatment guidelines</title><secondary-title>Clinical Infectious Diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Clinical Infectious Diseases</full-title></periodical><pages>S73-S76</pages><volume>44</volume><number>Supplement 3</number><dates><year>2007</year></dates><isbn>1058-4838</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>54. Given the lack of new therapeutic drugs in the drug delivery pipeline, development of resistance to cephalosporins will seriously challenge public health efforts to control this infection as it may eventually become untreatable. The main public health challenge is to reduce the global burden of gonorrhea, and hence dependence on antimicrobial agents in the longer term.
1.3	HIV/AIDS
1.3.1	Overview
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a lentivirus that belongs to the Retroviridae family and is the causative agent of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_55" \o "Blattner, 1988 #268"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Blattner</Author><Year>1988</Year><RecNum>268</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">55</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>268</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375677231">268</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Blattner, William</author><author>Gallo, RC</author><author>Temin, HM</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Hiv causes AIDS</title><secondary-title>Science</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Science</full-title></periodical><pages>515-516</pages><volume>241</volume><number>4865</number><dates><year>1988</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>55.  The virus attacks CD4 T-cells, which damages the immune system over time, increasing the risk for opportunistic infections. Globally, the WHO estimates that in 2010, 34 million individuals were living with HIV with 2.7 million new cases and that HIV caused 1.8 million deaths HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_56" \o "Organization, 2011 #269"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Organization</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>269</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">56</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>269</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375677394">269</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>World Health Organization</author><author>UNAIDS, UNICEF</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Global HIV/AIDS response: epidemic update and health sector progress towards universal access: progress report 2011</title><secondary-title>Geneva: World Health Organization</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Geneva: World Health Organization</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2011</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>56. Nationally, the CDC estimates more than 1.1 million individuals are living with HIV infection HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_57" \o "HIV,  #270"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>HIV</Author><RecNum>270</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">57</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>270</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375677458">270</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>HIV, CDC</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>AIDS Surveillance Report, 2008. Vol. 20. Atlanta, GA: US Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; 2010</title></titles><dates></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>57. Men who have sex with men (MSM), particularly young black/African American MSM, face the most severe burden of HIV HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_57" \o "HIV,  #270"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>HIV</Author><RecNum>270</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">57</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>270</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375677458">270</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>HIV, CDC</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>AIDS Surveillance Report, 2008. Vol. 20. Atlanta, GA: US Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; 2010</title></titles><dates></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>57.
HIV is transmitted by exchange of fluids (vaginal fluids and semen) from mucous membranes and blood with an infected individual. Having unprotected sex or sharing drug injection equipment with a person infected with HIV are the most common ways HIV is transmitted. HIV can also be spread vertically from mother to baby during pregnancy, during birth, or through breast-feeding.	
Different factors can increase or decrease transmission risk. Taking antiretroviral therapy may reduce the risk of transmitting the infection by as much as 96% HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_58" \o "Cohen, 2011 #279"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Cohen</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>279</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">58</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>279</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376571564">279</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Cohen, Myron S</author><author>Chen, Ying Q</author><author>McCauley, Marybeth</author><author>Gamble, Theresa</author><author>Hosseinipour, Mina C</author><author>Kumarasamy, Nagalingeswaran</author><author>Hakim, James G</author><author>Kumwenda, Johnstone</author><author>Grinsztejn, Beatriz</author><author>Pilotto, Jose HS</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Prevention of HIV-1 infection with early antiretroviral therapy</title><secondary-title>New England Journal of Medicine</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New England Journal of Medicine</full-title></periodical><pages>493-505</pages><volume>365</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>2011</year></dates><isbn>0028-4793</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>58. Consistent use of condoms reduces the risk of HIV transmission by about 80% HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_59" \o "Weller, 2002 #280"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Weller</Author><Year>2002</Year><RecNum>280</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">59</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>280</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376571607">280</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Weller, Susan</author><author>Davis, Karen</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Condom effectiveness in reducing heterosexual HIV transmission</title><secondary-title>Cochrane Database Syst Rev</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Cochrane Database Syst Rev</full-title></periodical><volume>1</volume><dates><year>2002</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>59. Conversely, having a STI ADDIN EN.CITE ,, or a high HIV viral load ADDIN EN.CITE , may increase transmission risk.
1.3.2	Signs, Symptoms and Treatment
HIV infected individuals will in general experience three stages of disease progression if left untreated, including acute infection, clinical latency, and then progression to clinical manifestations of AIDS. The acute infection stage is described as an influenza-like illness.   During the clinical latency phase, individuals may be asymptomatic; however, the virus is still replicating at low levels and can be transmitted.  
An HIV-infected individual is defined as having developed AIDS when his/her CD4 count is at or below 200 cell/ml or diagnosed with one or more of the AIDS-defining opportunistic infections including candidiasis, toxoplasmosis, coccidioidomycosis, Kaposi’s sarcoma, cryptosporidiosis, tuberculosis, and others HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_64" \o "Jones, 1999 #271"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Jones</Author><Year>1999</Year><RecNum>271</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">64</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>271</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375679279">271</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Jones, Jeffrey L</author><author>Hanson, Debra L</author><author>Dworkin, Mark S</author><author>Alderton, David L</author><author>Fleming, Patricia L</author><author>Kaplan, Jon E</author><author>Ward, John</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Surveillance for AIDS-defining opportunistic illnesses, 1992-1997</title><secondary-title>Archives of Dermatology</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Archives of Dermatology</full-title></periodical><pages>897</pages><volume>135</volume><number>8</number><dates><year>1999</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>64. Before the introduction of antiretroviral therapy in 1996, it was estimated that 50% of HIV infected individuals would develop AIDS within 10 years ADDIN EN.CITE ,. However, new medical treatments have been developed that can prevent or cure some of the illnesses associated with AIDS.
Currently, there is no cure or vaccine for HIV, but a selection of different classes of drugs can be used in combination to control the virus.  This combined anti-retroviral therapy, commonly known as highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART), has greatly enhanced the life expectancy and quality of life of HIV infected individuals HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_67" \o "Liu, 2006 #272"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Liu</Author><Year>2006</Year><RecNum>272</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">67</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>272</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375679396">272</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Liu, Chenglong</author><author>Ostrow, David</author><author>Detels, Roger</author><author>Hu, Zheng</author><author>Johnson, Lisette</author><author>Kingsley, Lawrence</author><author>Jacobson, Lisa P</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Impacts of HIV infection and HAART use on quality of life</title><secondary-title>Quality of Life Research</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Quality of Life Research</full-title></periodical><pages>941-949</pages><volume>15</volume><number>6</number><dates><year>2006</year></dates><isbn>0962-9343</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>67. Using a combination of at least three drugs from two different classes prevents the development of strains resistant to single drugs HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_68" \o "Menendez-Arias, 2002 #273"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Menendez-Arias</Author><Year>2002</Year><RecNum>273</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">68</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>273</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375679499">273</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Menendez-Arias, Luis</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Targeting HIV: antiretroviral therapy and development of drug resistance</title><secondary-title>Trends in pharmacological sciences</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Trends in pharmacological sciences</full-title></periodical><pages>381-388</pages><volume>23</volume><number>8</number><dates><year>2002</year></dates><isbn>0165-6147</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>68. Response to treatment is measured by viral load and CD4 counts, which should be reduced to undetectable levels.
1.4	STI Prevention
Primary prevention starts with changing sexual behaviors that increase the risk of acquiring an STI. This can be achieved through the education and counseling of at-risk persons on safer sexual behaviors. Ideally, the best protection against STIs is to practice abstinence or remain monogamous with an uninfected partner. Sexually active individuals can protect themselves by  the correct and consistent use of latex condoms,. 
Secondary prevention consists of standardized detection and effective treatment of STIs, annual screening for chlamydial infection in all sexually active women 24 years and younger and in women older than 24 years who are at risk of STIs. Careful and complete contact tracing for infected symptomatic and asymptomatic sexual partners is necessary to break the cycle of STI transmission in the community and prevents reinfection repeat exposure to sexual partners with unrecognized infection.
2.0 	resource extraction and STIs
2.1	Marcellus Shale industry
The Marcellus Shale is a black geological deposit of shale found 10,000 feet below the ground that contains between 168 trillion and 516 trillion cubic feet of natural gas HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_71" \o "EPA, 2011 #172"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>EPA</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>172</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">71</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>172</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777455">172</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>EPA</author></authors></contributors><titles><title> Draft Plan to Study the Potential Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing on Drinking Water&#xD;Resources. </title><secondary-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2011</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/sabproduct.nsf/0/D3483AB445AE61418525775900603E79/$File/Draft+Plan+to+Study+the+Potential+Impacts+of+Hydraulic+Fracturing+on+Drinking+Water+Resources-February+2011.pdf.</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>February 6th 2013.</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>71. The deposit extends from West Virginia to New York state, but the bulk of it is primarily found in New York state and Pennsylvania. The thin structure of the formation has made it difficult and expensive to extract natural gas using traditional mining techniques. Recently, the rise of oil prices and the use of new technologies that enabled horizontal drilling to access the shale bed and high volume hydraulic fracturing to release the gas have made extraction financially viable, making the economic benefit of tapping this resource potentially huge for landowners, states, and industry. Pennsylvania alone is estimated to have more than $500 billion in recoverable gas HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_72" \o "Jacquet, 2009 #189"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Jacquet</Author><Year>2009</Year><RecNum>189</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">72</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>189</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1360163271">189</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Jacquet, J.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Energy boomtowns &amp; natural gas: Implications for Marcellus Shale local governments &amp; rural communities</title><secondary-title>NERCRD rural development paper</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>NERCRD rural development paper</full-title></periodical><number>43</number><dates><year>2009</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>72. 
The Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale gas consists of “wet gas” and “dry gas.” Dry gas is the natural gas (methane) alone, and this constitutes the majority of extracted gas in north central and northeast Pennsylvania. Wet gas contains liquid natural gases like ethane, propane and butane in addition to methane gas. These liquid natural gases (LNG) can be sold separately, thus are more profitable. Gas extracted from Marcellus Shale in southwestern Pennsylvania (SWPA) is considered wet. With the decrease in domestic natural gas prices, companies are focusing their efforts on wet gas extraction to generate supplemental revenue from LNG to offset the low prices. Extraction activities are projected to increase in SWPA region.
Washington County is the heart of the SWPA wet gas reservoir, where the first Marcellus well was completed in 2004 and started production in 2005. Today the county has the largest number of wells in SWPA, ranking third in the state (Table 1). The economic benefits of job creation and local commerce related to natural gas development are enticing to this once-thriving heavy industrial community.  Jobs and business growth are directly related to the extraction industry and in the sectors that provide goods and services to the industry. As a result, in 2011 the county enjoyed a 4.3% increase in employment growth, the third highest in the country HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_73" \o "Statistics, 1988 #255"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Statistics</Author><Year>1988</Year><RecNum>255</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">73</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>255</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374853508">255</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Statistics, Current Labor</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>US Bureau of Labor Statistics</title><secondary-title>Employment and earnings report, US Government Printing Office, Washington DC</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Employment and earnings report, US Government Printing Office, Washington DC</full-title></periodical><dates><year>1988</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>73. However, this increase may have limited benefit for local residents and communities. Long-term residents may not have the skills and training for the jobs available in the new industry. In addition, training of the local workers may not be available or may take a substantial amount of time. This shortage of skilled workers leads to in-migration of workers to fill jobs. 
Additionally, the method of extraction requires a significantly higher number of workers compared to traditional mining processes.  The hydraulic fracturing technique uses 70 to 300 times the amount of water per fracturing event, which must be transported by trucks to drilling sites HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_71" \o "EPA, 2011 #172"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>EPA</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>172</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">71</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>172</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777455">172</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>EPA</author></authors></contributors><titles><title> Draft Plan to Study the Potential Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing on Drinking Water&#xD;Resources. </title><secondary-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2011</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/sabproduct.nsf/0/D3483AB445AE61418525775900603E79/$File/Draft+Plan+to+Study+the+Potential+Impacts+of+Hydraulic+Fracturing+on+Drinking+Water+Resources-February+2011.pdf.</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>February 6th 2013.</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>71. Over 1,660 trucks are required for a single fracturing event compared to bed methane extraction that requires approximately 16 to 115 trucks HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_71" \o "EPA, 2011 #172"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>EPA</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>172</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">71</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>172</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777455">172</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>EPA</author></authors></contributors><titles><title> Draft Plan to Study the Potential Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing on Drinking Water&#xD;Resources. </title><secondary-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation website</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2011</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/sabproduct.nsf/0/D3483AB445AE61418525775900603E79/$File/Draft+Plan+to+Study+the+Potential+Impacts+of+Hydraulic+Fracturing+on+Drinking+Water+Resources-February+2011.pdf.</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>February 6th 2013.</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>71. Each well is expected to be fractured between one and ten times over its lifetime; therefore, the 800 wells in the county would require a large number of workers to fulfill the transportation needs of the industry.  This influx of workers will result in a significant population increase in the region. Accordingly, the US 2010 Census showed a 2.4% population increase in Washington County HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_74" \o "Bureau, 2010 #266"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Bureau</Author><Year>2010</Year><RecNum>266</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">74</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>266</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375663322">266</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>US Census Bureau</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>2010 US Census Statistics</title></titles><dates><year>2010</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.census.gov/2010census/data/</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>August 4 2013</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>74.  
The literature shows that the rapid development of small resource extraction communities can result in disproportionate increases in health related, social and psychological problems HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_72" \o "Jacquet, 2009 #189"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Jacquet</Author><Year>2009</Year><RecNum>189</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">72</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>189</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1360163271">189</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Jacquet, J.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Energy boomtowns &amp; natural gas: Implications for Marcellus Shale local governments &amp; rural communities</title><secondary-title>NERCRD rural development paper</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>NERCRD rural development paper</full-title></periodical><number>43</number><dates><year>2009</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>72. Since 2006, there has been a soaring incidence of new STI cases in the top 11 drilling counties of Pennsylvania compared to the state. From 2006 to 2011 there was a 56.9% increase in the STD incidence rate in the top 11 drilling counties compared to a 21.7% increase at the state level (Table 1). Surprisingly, of the top drilling counties, only Lycoming County falls under the top 20 high STD rates counties in the state. This high increase in STI rates in drilling counties versus the state means there is a need to reduce STDs in those areas. The following case studies describe how resource extraction can impact the sexual health of a community.
2.2	British Columbia Oil/Gas Boom Case study
The oil and gas sector has attracted young people to the northeastern region of British Columbia (BC). The STI rates among the youth ages 15-25 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_24" \o "Goldenberg, 2007 #215"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>215</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">24</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>215</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708538">215</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira</author><author>Shoveller, Jean</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author><author>Ostry, Aleck</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexual Behaviour and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) Prevention among Youth in Northeastern BC</title></titles><dates><year>2007</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>24 in this region have doubled and exceed the BC provincial average by 22% (1,168 cases per 100,000 in northeast BC compared to the BC average of 955 per 100,000) HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_75" \o "Timoney, 2001 #208"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Timoney</Author><Year>2001</Year><RecNum>208</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">75</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>208</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374707447">208</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Timoney, Kevin</author><author>Lee, Peter</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Environmental management in resource-rich Alberta, Canada: first world jurisdiction, third world analogue?</title><secondary-title>Journal of Environmental Management</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Environmental Management</full-title></periodical><pages>387-405</pages><volume>63</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>2001</year></dates><isbn>0301-4797</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>75. This increase in STIs has been attributed to the massive migration of young people to the region in search of lucrative jobs in the oil and gas industry which accounts for 32% of income in the region HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_76" \o "Stats, 2006 #263"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Stats</Author><Year>2006</Year><RecNum>263</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">76</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>263</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375661012">263</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Stats, BC</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Population Extrapolation for Organizational Planning with Less Error</title><secondary-title>Northeast Development Region</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Northeast Development Region</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2006</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>76. In the remote city of Fort St. John (FSJ) in northeastern BC (1237km from Vancouver), the rapid economic expansion in the area has boosted family income 15% above provincial median HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_76" \o "Stats, 2006 #263"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Stats</Author><Year>2006</Year><RecNum>263</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">76</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>263</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375661012">263</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Stats, BC</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Population Extrapolation for Organizational Planning with Less Error</title><secondary-title>Northeast Development Region</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Northeast Development Region</full-title></periodical><dates><year>2006</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>76.  The town’s population grew 8.4% from 2001 to 2006, with the 15-29 age groups growing three times the provincial rate HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_77" \o "Statistics, 2006 #262"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Statistics</Author><Year>2006</Year><RecNum>262</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">77</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>262</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375660601">262</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Generic">13</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Statistics, British Columbia</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Fort St. John Community Profile, 2006.</title></titles><dates><year>2006</year></dates><urls></urls><access-date>August 4 2013</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>77. 
Economic driven booms may result in a rise in house prices which makes it difficult for young people to find affordable housing. Some oil and gas industry employers may provide housing for workers; however, this is located several hours’ driving distance from towns.  In addition, some workers are lodged in motels and other temporary housing. Being away from spouses or regular sexual partners may cause behavioral changes in workers who may experience sexual frustration and loneliness, which may contribute to their more promiscuous sex lives and/or dependence on alcohol or drugs as a way to bury anxieties, escape the loneliness and isolation. Additionally, distant from their home communities and social networks maintains the worker’s anonymity and enables them to break away from social norms of morality and sexual fidelity and encourages them to seek commercial sex or other socially deviant behaviors. Such separation from social networks makes workers more susceptible to STD/HIV risk-taking behaviors. 
In addition to separation from social networks, work hours play a role in risky behaviors. A survey showed that workers spend 20-28 day shifts in remote work sites which may encourage alcohol/drug binges in FSJ in their brief vacation time HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_24" \o "Goldenberg, 2007 #215"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>215</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">24</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>215</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708538">215</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira</author><author>Shoveller, Jean</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author><author>Ostry, Aleck</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexual Behaviour and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) Prevention among Youth in Northeastern BC</title></titles><dates><year>2007</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>24. Since the oil and gas boom, the chlamydia incidence rate in FSJ has been two to three times higher than the provincial average HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_78" \o "(BCCDC), 2005 #265"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>(BCCDC)</Author><Year>2005</Year><RecNum>265</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">78</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>265</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375662382">265</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>BC Centre for Disease Control (BCCDC)</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>British Columbia Annual Summary of Reportable Diseases.</title></titles><dates><year>2005</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.bccdc.org/download.php?item=2858</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>August 4 2013</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>78. In 2005, there were 2,014 cases per 100,000 population among youths aged 15–24 years in FSJ compared with the BC average of 955 per 100,00 population HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_78" \o "(BCCDC), 2005 #265"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>(BCCDC)</Author><Year>2005</Year><RecNum>265</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">78</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>265</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375662382">265</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>BC Centre for Disease Control (BCCDC)</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>British Columbia Annual Summary of Reportable Diseases.</title></titles><dates><year>2005</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.bccdc.org/download.php?item=2858</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>August 4 2013</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>78. 
The social environment created by the above factors fosters risky behaviors that may influence decision making towards sexual health. These factors and how they encourage risky behaviors will be discussed in later sections.

2.3	South Africa Gold Mines and STI/HIV infection 
HIV prevalence has increased rapidly in South Africa since the late 1980s with high rates seen in mining communities HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_79" \o "Carswell, 1993 #258"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Carswell</Author><Year>1993</Year><RecNum>258</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">79</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>258</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375110808">258</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Carswell, Wilson</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>HIV in South Africa</title><secondary-title>The Lancet</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>The Lancet</full-title></periodical><pages>132-132</pages><volume>342</volume><number>8864</number><dates><year>1993</year></dates><isbn>0140-6736</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>79. Mining generates 50% of all export earnings and 20% of the gross domestic product in South Africa HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_18" \o "Meekers, 2000 #179"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Meekers</Author><Year>2000</Year><RecNum>179</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">18</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>179</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359783372">179</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Meekers, D.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Going underground and going after women: trends in sexual risk behaviour among gold miners in South Africa</title><secondary-title>International journal of STD &amp; AIDS</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>International journal of STD &amp; AIDS</full-title></periodical><pages>21-26</pages><volume>11</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>2000</year></dates><isbn>0956-4624</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>18. Most mine workers are migrants, and the gold mining industry has been a major recruiter of migrant workers in South Africa since 1886 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_80" \o "Armstrong, 1995 #259"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Armstrong</Author><Year>1995</Year><RecNum>259</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">80</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>259</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375110906">259</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Armstrong, S</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>AIDS and migrant labour</title><secondary-title>Populi</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Populi</full-title></periodical><pages>13</pages><volume>22</volume><number>12</number><dates><year>1995</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>80. The work and the social environment in the mining communities foster high-risk behavior like multiple and concurrent partnerships. Due to these factors, the prevalence of HIV among gold miners increased from 4% in 1987 to 24% in 1990 and 27% in 2000 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_19" \o "Lurie, 2003 #216"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Lurie</Author><Year>2003</Year><RecNum>216</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">19</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>216</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708675">216</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Lurie, Mark N</author><author>Williams, Brian G</author><author>Zuma, Khangelani</author><author>Mkaya-Mwamburi, David</author><author>Garnett, Geoff P</author><author>Sturm, Adriaan W</author><author>Sweat, Michael D</author><author>Gittelsohn, Joel</author><author>Karim, Salim S Abdool</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>The impact of migration on HIV-1 transmission in South Africa: a study of migrant and nonmigrant men and their partners</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Dis</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted diseases</abbr-1></periodical><pages>149-156</pages><volume>30</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates><isbn>0148-5717</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>19. A cross-sectional study of 196 migrant workers and 64 non migrant workers found that 25.9% of migrant men and 12.7% of non-migrant men were HIV positive HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_19" \o "Lurie, 2003 #216"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Lurie</Author><Year>2003</Year><RecNum>216</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">19</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>216</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708675">216</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Lurie, Mark N</author><author>Williams, Brian G</author><author>Zuma, Khangelani</author><author>Mkaya-Mwamburi, David</author><author>Garnett, Geoff P</author><author>Sturm, Adriaan W</author><author>Sweat, Michael D</author><author>Gittelsohn, Joel</author><author>Karim, Salim S Abdool</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>The impact of migration on HIV-1 transmission in South Africa: a study of migrant and nonmigrant men and their partners</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Dis</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted diseases</abbr-1></periodical><pages>149-156</pages><volume>30</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates><isbn>0148-5717</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>19. Therefore the transient nature of the job was a major factor driving the increase of STIs.   
An HIV/AIDS prevention program was implemented in the Welkom gold mine offering free condoms and STI treatment at mine-run clinics; however, prevalence rates continued to rise HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_81" \o "Campbell, 1997 #260"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Campbell</Author><Year>1997</Year><RecNum>260</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">81</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>260</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375111383">260</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Campbell, Catherine</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Migrancy, masculine identities and AIDS: the psychosocial context of HIV transmission on the South African gold mines</title><secondary-title>Social science &amp; medicine</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Social science &amp; medicine</full-title></periodical><pages>273-281</pages><volume>45</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>1997</year></dates><isbn>0277-9536</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>81. Sustained behavior change was necessary in order to see a decrease in prevalence rates. The AIDS Control and Prevention Project (AIDSCAP) was set up in Welkom which provided an integrated approach involving different sectors of the community HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_82" \o "Mini, 1995 #261"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Mini</Author><Year>1995</Year><RecNum>261</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">82</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>261</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375111742">261</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Mini, Clarence</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>AIDS control and prevention at Welkom: the work of AIDSCAP</title><secondary-title>HIV/AIDS Management in South Africa. Priorities for the Mining Industry. Johannesburg: Epidemiology Research Unit</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>HIV/AIDS Management in South Africa. Priorities for the Mining Industry. Johannesburg: Epidemiology Research Unit</full-title></periodical><pages>101-102</pages><dates><year>1995</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>82. The program not only focused on the mine workers but also their families, sexual partners and commercial workers. The AIDSCAP implementers expanded peer education in the mines to discuss ways to encourage workers to reduce the number of sexual partners, they developed condom marketing to increase miners’ access and use of condoms, and they trained medical providers in STI management. After the program, a survey of a random sample of gold miners showed that the percentage of miners who perceived they were likely to contract HIV increased from 33% in 1995 to 35% in 1997. The percentage that had four or more partners in the past year decreased from 25% to 13%, and the percentage whose last sexual partner was their spouse increased from 56% to 70%. Condom use at last intercourse with a spouse increased from 18% to 26%. Condom use with other partners was considerably higher (67%) but did not increase significantly from 1995. The most likely contributors to this behavior change were the AIDS awareness programs implemented by the mining industry and the behavior change communications of a condom social marketing campaign targeted at miners and commercial sex workers in the mining community
2.4	Factors Influencing the Potential Increase in STI 
Traditionally, STIs have been labeled as an individual-level problem, and several interventions have focused on understanding the internal psychological factors linked to sexual health decision-making processes. While individual interventions have been quite effective in certain settings HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_83" \o "Manhart, 2005 #287"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Manhart</Author><Year>2005</Year><RecNum>287</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">83</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>287</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376578674">287</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Manhart, Lisa E.</author><author>Holmes, King K.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Randomized Controlled Trials of Individual-Level, Population-Level, and Multilevel Interventions for Preventing Sexually Transmitted Infections: What Has Worked?</title><secondary-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of Infectious Diseases</full-title></periodical><pages>S7-S24</pages><volume>191</volume><number>Supplement 1</number><dates><year>2005</year><pub-dates><date>February 1, 2005</date></pub-dates></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/content/191/Supplement_1/S7.abstract</url></related-urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>10.1086/425275</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>83, behavior occurs within an environment that is constantly evolving, which may impact behavior. Individual behavior and its health consequences are strongly affected by the larger social, political and economic context in which individuals live and work. Merely examining individual influences provides a narrow perspective on a multifaceted problem.  
For behavior change to be significant it must be permanent; a low impact individual-level intervention will fail to sustain any behavioral modification. Therefore examining the risk factors of individuals within the framework of their social and physical environment is a more holistic approach. This section presents a literature review of factors influencing the increase the rise in STI in resource-extraction communities.
2.4.1	Sociological and Geographical Isolation
Due to the shortage of skilled workers in the community and the substantially long period required to train local residents, an influx of in-migration to fill jobs is seen in resource-extraction communities. A majority of workers are separated from their families and/or sexual partners, spouses, or significant others for long periods of time. Once they have migrated, they are physically isolated from nearby towns as employers may house workers in hostels. Separation from one’s social group may lead to loneliness, stress, anxiety, depression, boredom, and feelings of being misunderstood. In turn, these can lead to increases in unprotected sex with multiple sex partners, same-sex partners, and alcohol and drug use.  
Moreover, the mining sector lags other industries in employing skilled women, with only 13.2% of roles filled by women HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_84" \o "Statistics, 2012 #267"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Statistics</Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>267</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">84</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>267</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375663430">267</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Current Population Survey, &quot;Table 18: Employed Persons by Detailed Industry, Sex, Race, and Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity,&quot; </title></titles><dates><year>2012</year></dates><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat18.pdf</url></related-urls></urls><access-date>August 4 2013</access-date></record></Cite></EndNote>84. This results in a disproportionately high percentage of males creating a shortage of women making it difficult to find stable partners and encouraging the use of commercial sex workers.
2.4.2	High Levels of Disposable Income
The national average annual salary for oil and gas exploration and production is $96,844 or about $47 per hour, more than double the average salary of all populations HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_85" \o "Fullerton Jr, 2001 #256"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Fullerton Jr</Author><Year>2001</Year><RecNum>256</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">85</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>256</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374870472">256</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Fullerton Jr, Howard N</author><author>Toossi, Mitra</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Labor force projections to 2010: Steady growth and changing composition</title><secondary-title>Monthly Lab. Rev.</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Monthly Lab. Rev.</full-title></periodical><pages>21</pages><volume>124</volume><dates><year>2001</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>85. This premium salary stems from the conditions and dangers that come with the job. The increase of disposable income in mining areas coupled with the disproportionate high ratio of men to women encourages sex work, where vulnerable women engage in commercial sex work to support themselves and their families. 
The confluence of population growth and disposable income against a background of geographical and social isolation presents a situation of potential high sexual risk. Additionally, the availability of disposable income makes workers more vulnerable to adopting other high-risk behaviors such as alcohol and drug use that have been linked to high-risk sexual behavior HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_86" \o "Zenilman, 1994 #257"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Zenilman</Author><Year>1994</Year><RecNum>257</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">86</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>257</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374870514">257</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Zenilman, Jonathan M</author><author>HOOK III, EDWARD W</author><author>Shepherd, Mary</author><author>Smith, Patricia</author><author>Rompalo, Anne M</author><author>Celentano, David D</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Alcohol and other substance use in STD clinic patients: relationships with STDs and prevalent HIV infection</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Dis</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted diseases</abbr-1></periodical><pages>220-225</pages><volume>21</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>1994</year></dates><isbn>0148-5717</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>86. This problem gets magnified if the workers have little or no access to healthcare providers and inadequate or incorrect knowledge on STIs.
2.4.3	Work Conditions and “Masculine” Culture
Working conditions in resource extraction sites are dangerous and highly stressful. Most miners are aware of the high risk of having a fatal or disabling injury, and many have witnessed such accidents or seen the victims HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_18" \o "Meekers, 2000 #179"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Meekers</Author><Year>2000</Year><RecNum>179</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">18</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>179</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359783372">179</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Meekers, D.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Going underground and going after women: trends in sexual risk behaviour among gold miners in South Africa</title><secondary-title>International journal of STD &amp; AIDS</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>International journal of STD &amp; AIDS</full-title></periodical><pages>21-26</pages><volume>11</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>2000</year></dates><isbn>0956-4624</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>18. The psychologically disabling effects of being subject to life-threatening or shocking incidents may foster a sense of powerlessness HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_81" \o "Campbell, 1997 #260"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Campbell</Author><Year>1997</Year><RecNum>260</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">81</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>260</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1375111383">260</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Campbell, Catherine</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Migrancy, masculine identities and AIDS: the psychosocial context of HIV transmission on the South African gold mines</title><secondary-title>Social science &amp; medicine</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Social science &amp; medicine</full-title></periodical><pages>273-281</pages><volume>45</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>1997</year></dates><isbn>0277-9536</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>81. This lack of control results in a risk-taking mentality which advocates high levels of sexual activity as a way of dealing with dangerous and stressful lives HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_87" \o "Filiano,  #288"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Filiano</Author><RecNum>288</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">87</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>288</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376581105">288</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Filiano, Beth Ann</author><author>Garcia, Jonathan</author><author>Vasquez, Ernesto</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>International Working Group On Sexuality and Social Policy</title></titles><dates></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>87.
Furthermore, the social environment created by the male-dominated nature of the mining industry reflected by the male-biased sex ratio, can bolster hyper-masculinity behavior that can result in apathy towards self-care HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_88" \o "Goldenberg, 2008 #289"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2008</Year><RecNum>289</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">88</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>289</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376581588">289</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira M</author><author>Shoveller, Jean A</author><author>Ostry, Aleck C</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually transmitted infection (STI) testing among young oil and gas workers: the need for innovative, place-based approaches to STI control</title><secondary-title>Can J Public Health</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Can J Public Health</full-title></periodical><pages>350-54</pages><volume>99</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>2008</year></dates><isbn>1920-7476</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>88. Proving masculinity through power and dominance can lead men to engage in risky sex behavior HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_89" \o "Herbst, 2007 #290"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Herbst</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>290</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">89</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>290</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376582050">290</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Herbst, Jeffrey H</author><author>Kay, Linda S</author><author>Passin, Warren F</author><author>Lyles, Cynthia M</author><author>Crepaz, Nicole</author><author>Marín, Barbara V</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>A systematic review and meta-analysis of behavioral interventions to reduce HIV risk behaviors of Hispanics in the United States and Puerto Rico</title><secondary-title>AIDS and Behavior</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>AIDS Behav</full-title><abbr-1>AIDS and behavior</abbr-1></periodical><pages>25-47</pages><volume>11</volume><number>1</number><dates><year>2007</year></dates><isbn>1090-7165</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>89. These beliefs and attitudes are normally expected among workers and may influence their attitudes and practices regarding sex and women and their choice to access information about STIs HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_88" \o "Goldenberg, 2008 #289"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2008</Year><RecNum>289</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">88</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>289</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376581588">289</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira M</author><author>Shoveller, Jean A</author><author>Ostry, Aleck C</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually transmitted infection (STI) testing among young oil and gas workers: the need for innovative, place-based approaches to STI control</title><secondary-title>Can J Public Health</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Can J Public Health</full-title></periodical><pages>350-54</pages><volume>99</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>2008</year></dates><isbn>1920-7476</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>88.
Work schedules also play a role in fostering high risk behaviors. The DuPont type shiftwork is now a major feature of the resource extraction industry where workers work 12 hour shifts on a 28-day ration after which they get seven to eight straight days off HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_90" \o "Baker, 2001 #291"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Baker</Author><Year>2001</Year><RecNum>291</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">90</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>291</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376582529">291</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Baker, Angela</author><author>Heiler, Kathryn</author><author>Ferguson, Sally A</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>The effects of a roster schedule change from 8-to 12-hour shifts on health and safety in a mining operation</title><secondary-title>Journal of human ergology</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Journal of human ergology</full-title></periodical><pages>65</pages><volume>30</volume><number>1-2</number><dates><year>2001</year></dates><isbn>0300-8134</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>90.  Coupled with high disposable income and peer pressure, workers may engage in excess alcohol or drug binges to blow off steam during their time off which influence sexual behaviors HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_24" \o "Goldenberg, 2007 #215"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>215</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">24</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>215</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708538">215</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira</author><author>Shoveller, Jean</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author><author>Ostry, Aleck</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexual Behaviour and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) Prevention among Youth in Northeastern BC</title></titles><dates><year>2007</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>24.
2.4.4	Lack of Access to Health Providers
Since most resource extraction activities are located in remote areas there is restricted access to local health providers. The long work hours make it difficult for workers to visit health providers since clinics operate during the work day and are normally closed by the end of the worker’s shift HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_88" \o "Goldenberg, 2008 #289"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2008</Year><RecNum>289</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">88</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>289</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376581588">289</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira M</author><author>Shoveller, Jean A</author><author>Ostry, Aleck C</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexually transmitted infection (STI) testing among young oil and gas workers: the need for innovative, place-based approaches to STI control</title><secondary-title>Can J Public Health</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Can J Public Health</full-title></periodical><pages>350-54</pages><volume>99</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>2008</year></dates><isbn>1920-7476</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>88. 
Additionally the stigma associated with accessing STI testing may also be a barrier to workers, HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_88" \o "Goldenberg, 2008 #289"  HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_10" \o "Karim, 1995 #207" . Stigmatizing STIs, particularly treatable ones, can lead to feelings of hopelessness and worthlessness that are entirely out of proportion to the severity of the disease. Healthcare workers may unintentionally have negative attitudes towards people receiving STI testing, which makes patients feel judged or embarrassed and may hinder future testing, HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_88" \o "Goldenberg, 2008 #289" . 
3.0 	discussion and Recommendations
The economic “boom” from the Marcellus Shale gas industry has created rapid in-migration of gas workers in Pennsylvania. The current research on the public health impact of Marcellus Shale gas extraction has mainly focused on the environmental and occupational effects. Little has been done to explore the effects on sexual health and issues related to the welfare of the local community. Large scale natural resource extraction activities can have significant impacts on the health and well-being of communities living in surrounding areas. An influx in population can increase communicable disease rates, substance and alcohol use and sex work. Studies on the oil and gas industry in British Columbia showed a rise in STIs rates exceeding the provincial average by 22%.  Despite being largely preventable and treatable, STIs are increasing and continue as a significant public health problem in the US.  
It is important to note that although STI increases have coincided with the substantial increase of Marcellus Shale drilling activities, there are currently no data to support a cause and effect relationship to link the two phenomena. However, in Pennsylvania, the increase in STI incidence rates in drilling counties is significantly higher than the state. There has been a 56.9% increase in STI in the top drilling counties in the last six years, compared to a statewide increase of 21.7% HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_5" \o "Research, 2011 #173"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Research</Author><Year>2011</Year><RecNum>173</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">5</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>173</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1359777929">173</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Report">27</ref-type><contributors><authors><author> Bureau of Health Statistics and Research</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pennsylvania STD Program Data Tables</title></titles><dates><year>2011</year></dates><publisher>Pennsylvania Department of Health</publisher><urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>Cited By (since 1996) 30&#xD;Export Date 1 February 2013</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>5. More research is needed to assess the direct impact of Marcellus Shale industry on STI trends. Marcellus Shale industry and public health officials need to think ahead and set up programs and guidelines to prevent the possible increases in STI rates in resource extraction communities. Specific public health recommendations are needed to develop innovative outreach strategies to address gas workers' health risks. Understanding the relationship between gas resource extraction and STIs rates by examining other resource-extraction contexts will help design prevention and control strategies that can be applied to similar communities in this emerging industry in rural areas of the US.
Furthermore, the sexual health of mining communities should become a priority for the mining industry, local governments, and researchers. A preventative approach should be taken in the face of uncertainty, and more studies need to be conducted to assess the STI risk in the population. The information presented in this essay has highlighted some of the key factors affecting workers’ sexual health in resource-extraction communities. More research is needed to identify which areas should be prioritized. The following are recommendations on how the Marcellus Shale industry together with local government and researchers can enhance sexual community health and prevent the increase in STIs that has been exhibited in resource extraction boom towns.
3.1.1	Worker access to STI information and testing
After high school young people are less connected to institutional structures that facilitate education about STIs, and prevention efforts drop off despite increased levels of sexual risk-taking behaviors. Little is known about whether young men carry the prevention messages that they received as adolescents with them as they age or where they obtain new information about the prevention of STIs. 
Providing access to information on STIs to workers onsite or as part of their safety training may help increase awareness and link workers to appropriate resources. In addition to providing onsite resources on STIs, the industry should help increase access to STI testing by setting up onsite clinics, eliminating the need for employees to travel off-site. Well-designed, well-implemented workplace clinics are likely to achieve positive returns over the long term and can be a tool to contain medical costs, boost productivity and enhance companies’ reputations as employers of choice.
3.1.2	Partnerships with Local Health Providers
Industry should work together with local health providers to set up partnerships offering health services to workers outside normal business hours. Partnerships can also be established with local health departments to provide STI related information that can be available to workers onsite.  Providing information about locations of HIV and STI testing is essential to encourage early case finding and linkage to care.   Information should also be provided about how to access primary care services, alcohol and drug treatment, and other support services that promote healthy behaviors.   
The perceived stigma of clinical settings may discourage workers from accessing needed STI health care and testing services if they previously experienced unwelcoming treatment. Additionally, because of the stigma associated with being a patient at a designated STI screening clinic, integrating STI testing as part of routine medical care is a smart approach to reduce the stigma associated with testing. Educational programs and modeling of non-stigmatizing behavior can teach healthcare providers to provide unbiased care and for the development of service models that encourage utilization. Furthermore, due to the influx of migrant workers, educating healthcare professionals in the attitudes, knowledge and skills necessary for providing quality, culturally competent, and linguistically appropriate care to a diverse population is paramount.
3.1.3	Community Education
Educating the community helps individuals make informed decisions with regard to the prevention of STIs. Establishing partnerships with non-clinical, youth-serving, community-based programs, government and non-government family planning programs and schools will help establish community "ownership" of STI prevention as part of an enduring, sustainable effort. Outreach can be used to raise awareness of the problem of STDs and HIV, to provide education on ways that the disease is transmitted and ways to reduce risk of infection, and to provide information of available services. 
Furthermore the goal of community education should encompass the promotion of non-discrimination and openness around STI thus reducing the stigma. Framing STDs in a positive manner that destigmatizes these infections can be a challenging task for health educators. Stigma reduction strategies like, promoting normalcy, using sex positive language, maintaining open, honest communication while discussing STDs, and using medically accurate, age-appropriate information needs to be considered in education programs.
3.1.4	Condom Social Marketing Campaign
Condom social marketing campaigns have emerged as an effective tool in the fight against STIs. The social campaigns are geared towards making condoms more easily available, affordable and contribute to the normalization of condoms, making them more culturally acceptable to sexually active individuals in general as well as to those in high-risk groups. Most interventions use mass media extensively and often supplement it with community-based outreach efforts such as peer education and promotional events.





Marcellus Shale drilling counties in SWPA are experiencing higher STI rate increases compared to the state. From 2006 to 2011, the STI rate increased by 56.9% in the top drilling counties compared to 21.7% in the state (Table 1). Despite the alarming figures there is no direct evidence that links these high rate increases to Marcellus Shale drilling activity. However, communities in BC and South Africa have shown that resource-extraction activities can create disruptions in workers’ social environment which foster risky behaviors in relation to sexual health ADDIN EN.CITE ,,. In BC the STI rates among the youth ages 15-25 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_24" \o "Goldenberg, 2007 #215"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Goldenberg</Author><Year>2007</Year><RecNum>215</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">24</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>215</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708538">215</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Goldenberg, Shira</author><author>Shoveller, Jean</author><author>Koehoorn, Mieke</author><author>Ostry, Aleck</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Sexual Behaviour and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) Prevention among Youth in Northeastern BC</title></titles><dates><year>2007</year></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>24 have doubled and exceed the BC provincial average by 22%. Correspondingly, the prevalence of HIV among gold miners in South Africa increased from 4% in 1987 to 24% in 1990 and 27% in 2000 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_19" \o "Lurie, 2003 #216"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Lurie</Author><Year>2003</Year><RecNum>216</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">19</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>216</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1374708675">216</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Lurie, Mark N</author><author>Williams, Brian G</author><author>Zuma, Khangelani</author><author>Mkaya-Mwamburi, David</author><author>Garnett, Geoff P</author><author>Sturm, Adriaan W</author><author>Sweat, Michael D</author><author>Gittelsohn, Joel</author><author>Karim, Salim S Abdool</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>The impact of migration on HIV-1 transmission in South Africa: a study of migrant and nonmigrant men and their partners</title><secondary-title>Sexually transmitted diseases</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Sex Transm Dis</full-title><abbr-1>Sexually transmitted diseases</abbr-1></periodical><pages>149-156</pages><volume>30</volume><number>2</number><dates><year>2003</year></dates><isbn>0148-5717</isbn><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>19. 
Social and geographical isolation from social groups often lead to loneliness, stress, anxiety, depression, boredom and feelings of being misunderstood. In turn, these can lead to increases in unprotected sex with multiple sex partners, same-sex partners, and alcohol and drug use. In addition, the increase of disposable income in mining areas coupled with the disproportionate high ratio of men to women may encourage commercial sex work. Furthermore, the dangerous work conditions in resource-extraction sites may result in a risk-taking mentality which advocates high levels of sexual activity as a way of dealing with dangerous and stressful lives HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_87" \o "Filiano,  #288"  ADDIN EN.CITE <EndNote><Cite><Author>Filiano</Author><RecNum>288</RecNum><DisplayText><style face="superscript">87</style></DisplayText><record><rec-number>288</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" db-id="0wzrr90rn52z09eaf5x5xw5iwxfwps05vsxr" timestamp="1376581105">288</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Filiano, Beth Ann</author><author>Garcia, Jonathan</author><author>Vasquez, Ernesto</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>International Working Group On Sexuality and Social Policy</title></titles><dates></dates><urls></urls></record></Cite></EndNote>87. The lack of access to health providers due to long work hours and the stigma associated with testing also influence STI risk.  
Therefore, a preventative approach should be taken in the face of uncertainty and more studies need to be conducted to assess the STI risks that face gas workers.  Failure in tackling this potential issue now may result in similar situations like those in BC and South Africa in a few years. Programs focusing on HIV/STI prevention with targeted interventions for high risk workers will be extremely important in communities where there is substantial recent in-migration. This includes the development of innovative STI awareness outreach campaigns, condom distribution and onsite STI testing. 
Ignoring this potential issue may put the health of the gas workers at risk which may cost millions of dollars to repair. This will be a healthcare burden for the Marcellus Shale gas industry which may lower net earnings, and also impact surrounding communities. It is time for the industry and public health officials to address sexual health issues openly and take a proactive approach in STI prevention. Investing in prevention now will improve health outcomes and decrease health care costs associated with the potential rise in STIs in the future.
This literature review has its limitations. The review was based on published data and no additional data were collected. The assessment of the factors and case studies was limited to published data. Due to lack of reliable data, the scope of this review is limited to STI risks among gas workers. More research needs to be conducted on the impact of resource-extraction on gas workers and community health. An additional limitation to this review stems from the potential for publication bias whereby studies that demonstrate an association are more likely to be published.
Gas extraction is a multi-billion dollar industry and drilling activities will continue to develop in SWPA, drawing workers to the region. Despite the substantial economic benefits of this activity, questions need to be raised about its social and ecological consequences. The public health impacts of Marcellus Shale gas extraction have mainly focused on the environmental and occupational effects; however, little has been done on the impacts to the sexual health and welfare of gas workers and the community. Those impacted by these activities deserve to live in healthy communities. Now maybe the opportune time for research to ensure that natural gas extraction does not come at the expense of community health and the quality of life of the residents. 
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